Rehabilitation after Stroke

Bruce H. Dobkin, M.D.

This Journal feature begins with a case vignette highlighting a common clinical problem. Evidence supporting various strategies is then presented, followed by a review of formal guidelines, when they exist. The article ends with the author's clinical recommendations.

A 66-year-old man was suddenly unable to speak, follow directions, or move his right arm and leg. He received tissue plasminogen activator within 90 minutes. Four days later, his speech was limited to effortful answers of yes or no. He could not walk or use his right arm, and self-care tasks required maximal assistance. What advice would you offer him and his family regarding rehabilitation for his disabilities?

The Clinical Problem

Approxi mately 400 persons per 100,000 population over the age of 45 years have a first stroke each year in the United States, Europe, and Australia. Stroke is the most frequent cause of adult-onset disability among people in the United States, and the cost of related care is among the fastest-growing expenses for Medicare.¹

The likelihood of improvement after stroke varies with the nature and severity of the initial deficit. Approximately 35 percent of survivors with initial paralysis of the leg do not regain useful function, and 20 to 25 percent of all survivors are unable to walk without full physical assistance.² Six months after stroke, about 65 percent of patients cannot incorporate the affected hand into their usual activities. Poor upper-extremity outcomes are probable after a hemispheric infarction when the leg cannot move by two weeks and the hand has no movement or only slight finger flexion with no opening by four weeks, consistent with considerable damage to the corticospinal tract.³

Patients who survive a stroke almost always have less physical disability by the end of the first three months. Functional scales, such as the Barthel Index and the Functional Independence Measure (which measure the physical assistance or supervision needed for self-care, including using the toilet, dressing, bathing, eating, and mobility), tend to show a plateau of gains by three to four months after stroke, partly owing to insensitivity of the scale to further improvements. Patients who no longer require assistance at that point may still be unable to use the affected hand, walk at speeds and distances that permit activities outside the home, or live alone. Only 25 percent of patients return to the level of everyday participation and physical functioning of community-matched persons who have not had a stroke.⁴ The quality of life tends to be higher among patients with better functioning than among those with worse functioning.⁵

Improvement especially during the first few weeks after a stroke reflects the recovery of neurotransmission in spared tissue near and remote from an infarct or hemorrhage.⁶,⁷ At any time after the stroke, however, cognitive, language, and motor skills may improve by means of the cerebral processes involved in ordinary learning. This experience-induced neuroplasticity includes greater excitability and recruitment of the neurons in both hemispheres of the brain that contribute to performance, sprouting of dendrites that communicate with other neurons, and strengthening of these synaptic connections. Functional neuroimaging studies have shown the evolution of cerebral...
activity within both hemispheres as patients’ skills improve with training and experience.¹⁸

STRATEGIES AND EVIDENCE
Neurorehabilitation studies of patients who have had a stroke often have limitations, including heterogeneity of impairments and disabilities, poorly defined or controlled interventions, small differences in treatment time or type of treatment, lack of randomization or masking, inadequate samples, and insensitive outcome measures.⁹ In well-designed rehabilitation trials, the magnitude of improvement with the guidance of physical or occupational therapy tends to be modest but clinically useful, such as a 5-point increase in the Barthel Index (with a range of 0 to 15, with higher numbers indicating greater independence) or an increase in walking speed of 0.10 m per second.¹⁰ This article focuses on sound randomized trials and meta-analyses of rehabilitation strategies that are useful after hemiplegic stroke.

SETTINGS FOR THERAPY
Inpatient rehabilitation is recommended for patients who are too disabled to return home but who have adequate cognition and fitness to participate in therapy for three hours a day, who need ongoing supervision by nurses and physicians for medical care and education, and who have sufficient social support to return home (Fig. 1).¹¹ The most common disability that leads to referral to inpatient rehabilitation is the inability to walk safely without physical help. On the basis of Medicare coverage policies, the current median length of stay in an inpatient rehabilitation facility is only 16 days, so efficient services are essential.¹² Approximately 80 percent of patients who undergo inpatient rehabilitation are discharged to their homes. Medicare pays for home-based rehabilitation services for the next few weeks after discharge, when patients are too disabled to travel, and then for treatment two to three times a week at an outpatient facility for a period of one to three months, until the patient reaches a plateau in terms of gains in activities of daily living.

The results of a meta-analysis indicate that care in an inpatient stroke unit that provides multidisciplinary services, coordinates disability-related medical care, and trains caregivers results in fewer deaths, less disability, and less need for institutionalization in nursing facilities, as compared with hospital care on general wards.¹³ Such care may enable an extra 5 patients of every 100 to return home.¹⁴

Randomized trials that compare inpatient rehabilitation with community-based care designed to permit earlier hospital discharge of patients who need only intermittent assistance generally find that caregivers have greater stress when these patients are discharged early, but that the functional outcomes among these patients are equal to those of patients receiving inpatient rehabilitation.¹⁵ Just four hours of rehabilitation training of motivated caregivers may improve their mood and quality of life and reduce short-term financial costs.¹⁶ Small trials support the benefit of training caregivers specifically to assist patients in safe swallowing, speech, and walking for exercise and in finding solutions for managing daily activities. Therapists can monitor and advance this home training. Coordinated direction of outpatient therapies, assistance in finding community resources such as transportation and support groups, and counseling about sexuality, nutrition, and exercise have been shown to improve the patients’ skills in activities of daily living and participation in the community, as compared with patients who do not receive such coordinated services.¹⁷

TARGETED THERAPY
Aphasia
About 20 percent of patients have impaired expression and comprehension of language after a stroke and should receive speech therapy. The broad range of the types and severity of aphasia, as well as the diverse strategies used in its treatment, complicates the design of clinical trials. A meta-analysis of the diverse approaches used to treat all patients with aphasia after stroke showed a positive, moderate effect for treatment begun within the first 3 months after stroke, as compared with no treatment, as well as a smaller but positive effect when treatment was initiated between 3 to 12 months after stroke and even after more than 1 year.¹⁸ The results of trials may not reflect the small gains that benefit the patient and family, such as greater accuracy of yes and no responses, gestures or pointing to pictures to indicate needs, and suppression of repetitive babble. Patients treated by speech therapists perform better than those treated by trained volunteers.¹⁹ Greater intensity of treatment, ranging from 40 to 100 hours (5 hours or more weekly) of treatment targeted to specific impairments, correlates directly
Figure 1. Algorithm for Placement for Rehabilitation Care after Stroke.

Minimal assistance denotes physical help from another person that consists of no more than touching while the patient expends 75 percent of the effort (e.g., to walk, reach for an object, manage self-care); moderate assistance denotes physical help needed while the patient expends 50 to 75 percent of the effort; and maximal assistance denotes physical help needed while the patient expends less than 50 percent of the effort.
with the magnitude of improvement, primarily among patients whose stroke occurred less than six months previously. Improvements in targeted language impairments have been associated with changes in activity in the cortical regions of the brain associated with language skills.

Self-Care and Functional Use of the Arm
Significant benefit is most often achieved among patients with moderate levels of disability as measured on functional scales, but not among those with the greatest disability. For patients with hemiplegia, the initial functional training emphasizes compensatory strategies. For example, patients learn to transfer from a bed into a wheelchair for mobility, and self-care is performed with one-handed techniques with the use of the unaffected arm. Overnight splinting maintains wrist and finger extension but may not improve the range of motion in the affected hand or reduce pain. Recent trials emphasize the practice of task-related movements (Table 1). Many different task-oriented practice strategies have shown significantly greater benefit from more intensive therapies (16 or more additional hours of treatment) that involve training in specific skills, as compared with only several additional hours a week of general rehabilitation spread among many activities.

Initial interventions for the affected arm are aimed at eliciting small voluntary or reflexive involuntary movements. Training the arm for functional activities can start when the arm and hand begin to overcome gravity. If no hand dexterity is apparent by six weeks after stroke, further rehabilitation should emphasize maintaining a comfortably mobile arm.

Protocols for constraint-induced–movement therapy are based on the theory that nonuse of an arm may result from the great effort required to perform tasks with the affected hand. This therapeutic approach emphasizes intensive task-specific practice with the affected hand, for three to six hours a day over a period of from two to six weeks. As in other task-oriented interventions, the therapy progresses by gradual approximations from minimal movements to fuller actions of reaching for grasping and pinching items that a patient would ordinarily use (Table 1). Some protocols restrain the unaffected hand to force greater use of the affected hand. The key requirement, and the primary limitation, of this approach is that patients must have at least 10 degrees of finger and wrist extension, which equates to rather good motor control, in order to benefit from the therapy. As a result, perhaps only 10 percent of patients may benefit from this strategy. Clinical trials indicate that patients who practice at this intensity increase the amount and efficiency of use of the affected hand by 20 to 50 percent, whether therapy is begun while they are inpatients or a year after the stroke.

Many technology-assisted approaches to improve the functional use of a hand have been tried. In small trials, electromyographic biofeedback, which is used to help patients focus on increasing the force of contraction necessary to move a paretic wrist or to improve pinching and grasping, has increased movement but has less often improved the functional use of the hand. Larger randomized trials of the use of acupuncture to improve functional use of the hand have shown little or no benefit when sham puncture (i.e., insertion of the needle outside a traditional zone or without stimulation) served as a control.

Spasticity is often blamed for poor hand function in patients with minimal wrist and finger extension but some preservation of flexion. Contracture and change in the morphologic features of muscle contribute to a flexed posture, but poor motor control with weakness, not hypertonia, is the primary cause of disability. In a randomized trial, the injection of botulinum toxin into the muscles of the arm reduced excessive flexion and the associated pain, spasms, or postures that interfered with patients’ self-care, but the induced muscle weakness usually does not improve the functional use of the hand. The injection must be followed by stretching exercises and treatment of pain that may exacerbate the hypertonicity.

Walking
Independent walking is a primary goal and a reasonable expectation for most patients. Inpatients who develop at least partial movement against gravity for hip flexion and knee extension will progress from single steps taken between parallel bars to at least slow walking for short distances with the use of a walker or cane and hands-on assistance from another person for balance. A molded plastic orthosis for the ankle and foot may stabilize a weak ankle and knee to improve foot clearance and prevent the knee from buckling without impeding the subsequent recovery of dorsiflexion in the ankle. The recovery of the ability to walk even short distances requires considerable practice. Even in a ded-
icated rehabilitation unit, however, patients may spend little more than 15 minutes a day engaged in mobility tasks.40

Randomized trials show that patients who walk slowly (i.e., less than 0.4 m per second) can improve their speed and endurance significantly even when treatment begins from 3 months to more than 12 months after a stroke. Successful interventions involve one or more cycles of from 12 to 20 hours of task-oriented exercise over a period of four weeks, such as practicing walking outdoors or on a treadmill or obstacle course and exercising to improve leg strength and balance.10,25 Training on a treadmill with the use of partial body-weight support (the attachment of an overhead lift to a harness on the patient’s chest) allows patients to take more steps at faster speeds than may otherwise be feasible. Randomized trials initiated during inpatient rehabilitation, however, have shown clinically insignificant increases in speed and distance of walking, as compared with conventional training. More data are needed to make it possible to assess whether this approach can improve walking among patients who persistently walk poorly at three to six

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time and Setting</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Example of Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 1, acute hospitalization</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Assess ability to swallow and amount of assistance patient needs for activities of daily living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 2 to 6, inpatient rehabilitation</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Specify impairments, disabilities, and household barriers that are the goals of intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training in compensatory techniques</td>
<td></td>
<td>Train in one-handed dressing, bathing, using the toilet; if liquids (but not thicker substances) are aspirated during a modified barium swallow, use pureéd foods and liquids the consistency of honey and instruct patient to rotate and flex the head to the weak side with each swallow and to double swallow (i.e., swallow food or liquid, then swallow again, to clear throat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicing components of impaired movement of affected limbs to achieve increasingly complex and task-specific actions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Have patient practice reaching for small items with the affected arm within the work space between the shoulder and lap, with the use of elbow support if needed, and opening the affected hand to match the diameter of an object, then grasping or pinching the object and releasing it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training that requires attention and is progressively more demanding, oriented toward tasks relevant to the patient, and rewarded with feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monitor distance walked or time needed to walk 10 m; choose a self-care task and give feedback on the quality of movement and problem-solving during practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months 1 to 6, outpatient rehabilitation</td>
<td>Use of simple but relevant test–retest measures over the course of therapy to help monitor success or the need to try another approach</td>
<td>Serially record the distance walked in 5 min or time needed to loop shirt buttons; if patient has dysnomia, monitor the percentage of correctly named items; record the percentage of items found in the left half of a room as patient compensates for a left visual hemineglect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice that is progressive in intensity and at levels of difficulty near maximal performance</td>
<td>Focus on the accuracy, precision, rate, and duration of performing each task; aim to increase walking speed to &gt;0.75 m per sec for unlimited walking in the community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitive practice that varies tasks and their requirements</td>
<td>Have patient reach for cups and books on a shelf, clothes on hangers, items of different size and weight on a table, and practice for 20 min several times a day until performance is satisfactory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement in strength and endurance</td>
<td>Have patient exercise with elastic bands or hand weights or pedal on a recumbent bicycle or walk on a treadmill while mildly short of breath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-oriented activities relevant to daily needs of patient and family</td>
<td>Have patient wash a car to use affected arm and challenge balance; attend employment setting with patient, to help develop strategies that make possible at least limited return to work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement in skills needed in usual roles and out-of-home activities that satisfy unmet needs</td>
<td>Have patient increase walking speed or distance by 25%; patient with aphasia should read or listen to a story in a newspaper or newscast, then immediately incorporate words from the story into discussion, practicing these skills at varying levels of difficulty; improvement may require 20 hr of training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Strategies for Therapy That Clinicians Can Encourage after Hemiplegic Stroke.
months after a stroke, when gains have reached an apparent plateau after conventional therapy.41

**Exercise and Strengthening**

In patients with hemiparesis, the rates of production of muscle force, power, speed of sequential movements, and resistance to fatigue are impaired. Although neural factors that affect motor control account for much of the impairment, changes in muscle fibers and atrophy induced by inactivity may contribute. In randomized trials, progressive resistance exercises performed three to four times weekly for a period of from 6 to 12 weeks by patients with adequate motor control improved strength and functional activities.42 Fitness often declines in disabled persons, but trials show gains with progressive aerobic exercises, such as walking on a treadmill three days a week, that are tailored to each patient’s tolerance, even when the exercise is initiated years after a stroke.43

**OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING REHABILITATION**

Attention to modifiable conditions that may interfere with the effectiveness of efforts toward rehabilitation is routinely warranted. For example, pre-existing conditions such as painful osteoarthritis or cardiopulmonary disease may limit exercise tolerance. Other modifiable factors that limit participation in exercise include sleep disorders, pain, adverse effects of medications (such as orthostatic hypotension and impaired concentration), mood disorders, and incontinence or urinary retention. Depression is especially prevalent, affecting 25 to 40 percent of patients within the first year after a stroke.44 Randomized, placebo-controlled trials of citalopram, fluoxetine, methylphenidate, and nortriptyline suggest that mid-range doses of these medications (e.g., a dose of 50 to 100 mg when a low dose is <50 mg and a high dose is >100 mg) increase patients’ participation in rehabilitation activities45 and may lessen cognitive deficits in some depressed patients.46 Other issues that are not medical, such as the costs of a caregiver and of remodeling the home to eliminate physical barriers, also affect patients’ efforts and goals for rehabilitation.

**AREAS OF UNCERTAINTY**

Formal therapy is often stopped when patients show no qualitative gains after a few weeks of treatment. A plateau in recovery, however, does not necessarily imply a diminished capacity for further gains in physical speed or precision or in learning a new task. At present, the opportunity to achieve maximal improvement is probably constrained by a lack of adequate data to define the optimal intensity (performance time, pace, and duration) of training strategies for specific disabilities. Functional neuroimaging studies may, in the future, help to guide decisions about the type and duration of treatment by providing insight into the maximal cortical reorganization that can be achieved with a particular therapy over time47,48; however, this possibility requires much more research.

Several potential interventions need further study. Small trials have shown modest clinical improvement in disabilities after stroke with the use of the following techniques: electrical stimulation over the surface of muscles to contract them for simple movements, such as grasping, or to assist ankle dorsiflexion while walking49; intense practice with electromechanical devices that assist in reaching or stepping50; noninvasive stimulation of the peripheral nerve of the arm51 or direct stimulation of the motor cortex over the hand representation52 to augment cortical plasticity and learning during arm therapies; pharmacotherapy with agonists of dopamine, acetylcholine, and serotonin, which may modulate neurotransmission and learning53; and the use of mental imagery of an action,54 which may enhance training because it activates many of the same cortical neurons that are involved in performing the action. Phase 1 trials are beginning in order to assess the safety of the injection of drugs into the cerebrospinal fluid or of cells into brain tissue to replace neurons and promote dendrite sprouting and axon regeneration,55 with the goal of possible neural repair.

**GUIDELINES**

Guidelines of the American Heart Association56 and the Royal College of Physicians57 recommend the long-term use of aerobic training; exercises to enhance flexibility, balance, and coordination; and resistance exercises within daily activities for patients after a stroke.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

Patients who have substantial neurologic impairments after a stroke and are expected to be able to return home, such as the one described in the vignette, are likely to benefit from inpatient rehabilit-
itation. By the time of discharge, the patient should be able to provide reliable yes and no responses to questions and express himself or herself in short phrases, use the unaffected hand much more effectively for self-care, and walk 50 m slowly with hands on supervision, aided by a cane and ankle–foot orthosis; he or she would be expected to need some physical help for self-care. Physical, occupational, and speech therapy after discharge should be focused on training in tasks needed to increase independence for activities at home and in the community. Successful learning of a personal skill may require 20 or more hours of practice. Formal training of caregivers should be encouraged. Treatable conditions such as depression should be identified. Ongoing improvement in movement and language skills is possible with further practice (Table 1) at any time after stroke, consistent with the plasticity of intact neural pathways.
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